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Abstract- In this paper, a model is proposed which combines
multiple local linear models with a novel modified probabilistic
neural network (MPNN). The proposed model is developed to
approximate multiple nonlinear model with reduced computa-
tional requirement. The proposed model shows to provide both
low bias and variance with reduced computations by utilizing
semiparametric local linear approximation and efficient vector
quantization of data space. The proposed model is shown to
provide comparable performance to other state-of-the-art models
in terms of bias, variance and computational requirement in
short-term financial prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate short-term financial prediction is of great practical
interest for many financial institutes such as banks, insurance
companies and government agencies. Many researchers have
attempted to achieve reliable and accurate bankruptcy predic-
tion in statistics, economics and engineering.
The pioneers of the empirical financial predictive modeling
are Beaver [1], Altman [2] [3], and Ohlson [4]. Their works
are essentially linear discriminant analysis (LDA) that classify
between healthy/bankrupt firms using financial ratios as inputs.
Altman also used classical multivariate discriminant analysis
(MDA) that is based on applying the Bayes classification
procedure, under the assumption that the two classes have
Gaussian distributions with equal covariance matrices. The
covariance matrix and the class means are estimated from the
training set.
LDA and MDA have been used widely because of their
well-understood mathematical properties; however, they were
shown inadequate for some real-world nonlinear problems.
In order to deal with nonlinearity in financial modelling
and prediction, many other models have been proposed. In
particular, artificial neural networks (ANN) attracted much
attention from diverse communities because of their ability
to identify patterns that are not readily observable.
Recent survey showed that Portfolio Management Systems
using neural networks [5] reported good results, as did the
Lucid Capital Networks on future market prediction [6]. Lowe
reported on an analog MultiLayer Perceptron network for
portfolio management [7]. Chen et al. used ANN models
for inflation forecasting [8] and Hellstrom et al. reported
interesting results on predicting stock market values [9]. In
a number of extensive experiments, ANN have shown to
outperform linear models in financial prediction [3].
Despite recent successes, ANN-based prediction is still
deemed unreliable. ANNs can provide accurate estimates of
the outputs for the range of sample inputs by accurately inter-
polating between available sample input/output pairs; however,
ANN output is usually unreliable for the inputs which differ
from the training data. [10] [11]. As a flexible "model-free"
approach, ANNs can fit the training data very well and thus
provide a low learning bias, however their good data fitting
capacity also makes them more susceptible to overfitting which
can cause large variance in generalization [12].
In general, a pre-specified parametric model which is less
dependent on data may misrepresent the true functional rela-
tionship and thus results in a large bias. On the other hand,
a model-free or data-driven models can fit the training data
more closely, hence a small bias, but can result in large
generalization variance due to possible overfitting. The bias
and variance are often incompatible [13], and some trade-off
between bias and variance are required.
Trade-off methods include cross-validation [14] [15], train-
ing with penalty terms [16], and weight decay and node
pruning [17] [18]. Trade-off is often made between the states
of overfitting and underfitting. Somewhere between the states
of overfitting and underfitting, an adequate model is assumed
to exist.
Such trade-off methods have some inherent limitations for
financial prediction model. The main problem is that they tend
to reduce the variance at the cost of increased bias [10] [19]
[20]. Financial market prediction requires accurate learning
because the observed data is the main source of information.
In such applications, underfitting is not a very feasible option
as the most information is carried by the observed data. It
is also very difficult to identify which information can be
discarded. The information provided by the observed data
must be faithfully preserved while stable generalization is
maintained. In short, financial prediction model requires to
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retain both low bias and variance simultaneously. Such a
model is shown to be very difficult to construct [10]. Perrone
and Cooper [21] showed that both the bias and variance may be
reduced simultaneously; however, this theoretically requires an
infinite-sized multiple model . Such a model is infeasible for
real applications. It will be useful to design a model that can
achieve both low bias and variance but with compact model-
size. This paper aims to develop a compact model with both
low bias and variance. In this paper, a model is proposed
that can approximate the multiple nonlinear models [21] by
combining multiple linear models and a residual nonlinear
model. The proposed model is shown to perform well with
reduced computations in bankruptcy prediction experiment.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Flexible models such as ANNs can fit the observed data
well; however they can lose too much structural information
about the underlying function (i.e. the relationship between
{yi} and {Yi-1, i > 1}) and neglect some existing local
functional relationships among them. This is understood to be
one of the main causes of overfitting in ANNs [181 [22] [12].
It may be possible to reduce the overfitting by utilizing the
local functional relationships or structural information within
the observed data [23].
In general, simple and inflexible linear models may be
underfitting the data, however they can provide some important
structural information about the underlying function such
as the local linear relationships among the observed data.
This information can be used to stabilize the model in local
generalization. The linear models also provide some additional
advantages such as tractable architecture and well-understood
adaptation, the qualities that are lacking in ANNs. It would
be very useful to embody these desirable characteristics of the
linear model in the ANN in order to benefit from the structural
integrity of the linear models while preserving the accurate
data-fitting of the ANN models.
To this aim, this paper proposes to use a model which
embeds linear parametric models in an ANN. In general,
there can be a number of different architectures in which
the parametric models may be embedded in the ANN model.
We will examine a number of such architectures in Section
III. In particular, we examine a number of existing models
such as multiple local linear models [24] and hierarchical
artificial neural networks [25] in Subsections Ill-B and III-
C. We then introduce the proposed model in subsection III-D.
The proposed model is compared to other models in Section
IV.
III. EMBEDDING PARAMETRIC MODELS IN ANNs
The proposed model consists of the parametric models em-
bedded in the ANN model. Many different types of ANN mod-
els can be used. Among them, we are particulary interested in
the Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBFNNs) [26].
This is because RBFNNs, unlike the other models, clearly
defines clusters that can be further processed for subspace
division and hyper-space modeling. Clear subspace division
is important for embedding multiple local models, as shown
in the next subsections.
A. Brief Review on MPNN
There are a number of well-known RBFNN types including
RBF [27] [28], Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [29],
Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN) [30], and
modified probabilistic neural network which is an efficient
vector-quantized realization of GRNN [31]. For their compre-
hensive descriptions, please refer to citemlp. In this chapter,
we examine MPNN in detail since MPNN has most recently
been shown to perform well in nonlinear modeling in compact
form [31].
The MPNN has similarities with the method of Moody and
Darken [32]; the method of RBF's [28], the CMAC [33], [34];
and a number of other nonparametric kernel-based regression
techniques stemming from the work of Nadaraya and Watson
[35].
The general algorithm for the MPNN is:
_E? 1 Ziyiexp (1-- 2)(- I)
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yi = scalar training output,
ci = center vector for class i in the input space,
Zj= no. of vectors xi associated with each ci and
M = number of unique centers!9i.
A Gaussian function is often used as smoothing function,
although many other suitable radial basis functions can be
used. Model tuning simply involves finding the optimal a (sin-
gle smoothing parameter) giving the minimum Mean Squared
Error (MSE) by a convergent optimization algorithm [26].
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Fig. 1. Structure of Vector Quantized General Regression Neural Network
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B. Embedding Local Linear Models in the ANN
Consider the state-of-art model such as MPNN described
in Figure I and Equation 1. The input space is clustered with
center vector ci, and all the input values x that belong to
the cluster (of ci) have the same corresponding output value
yi. The final output is the linear combination of yi with
corresponding weight value based on the size of the cluster
Zi.
Fig. 2. Capturing local relationship between outputs yi.
Equation 1 ignores the structural relationship between
y, ---, yi. For example, if Yl,... , y, can be estimated by
a local linear estimator or local function, all the clusters that
belong to either Yl, . .. , or y, can be further grouped' to build
a local model. This is explained in Figure 2.
For example, if the local outputs can be modelled linearly,
then a simple local linear estimator L(x -i) can be used
as a single output function that encodes the local linear
relationships within the observed data. This model is similar
to the multiple local linear model approaches by Heredia [24]
or Simani [36].
In general, multiple local linear models provide low variance
but tends to have high bias because of their underfitting. One
possible way to reduce the bias is to use more accurate data
fitting, which can be achieved by utilizing nonlinear models
as local models.
C. Embedding Nonlinear Subspace Models in the ANN
When local space2 is modelled by a nonlinear function
M(x - xi), it is possible to extend the MPNN equation to:
[EM ZM(x-c)exp- 2a2 1 (2)
L) N=M Ziexp (X_C-)T(X_C.) 2
'this group of small clusters form a supercluster
21ocal in model structure
where M(.) represents the local nonlinear function.
This model is the combination of multiple nonlinear models.
When each local model is needed to be very complex, this
model may use nonlinear ANNs as the local models. In such
cases, this model can be considered as a hierarchical Artificial
Neural Networks (HANNs) [25].
In general, this model can be considered as a multiple
nonlinear model. Such as model can achieve both low bias
and variance utilizing their diverse model approach. This is
in accordance with [21] that large multiple nonlinear models
can achieve both low bias and variance. However these large
models (e.g. HANNs) are difficult to implement in practice
because of their large computational requirement. We require
a model that can achieve modeling performance similar to the
multiple nonlinear models but with much reduced computa-
tions.
D. Structure of the Proposed Model
Given the good modeling performance of multiple nonlinear
model in the previous subsection, the aim of this paper is to
reduce their model size while preserving the low bias and
variance.
The novel approach in this paper is to divide the local
models into linear and residual model components. M(-)
in Equation 2 can be decomposed into a linear component
represented by L(.) and a second and higher-ordered statistical
model component by R(-). Most models can be decomposed
into their linear and residual components readily [37].
We can substitute: M(.) = L(-) + R(-) into Equation 2.
Ei=' Zi{L(x -i) + R(z - i)}f(x, ci)Zli='l Zif(X, !j) (3)
where f(x, ci) is exp- 2a2
Equation 3 can be further expanded to Equation 4.
[() N, ZjL(x - -i) exp 22
RX jNm ZR-~(X-C)T(X- )| 8 - L zz=1 Ziexp(_) ( )
FE1ZiR(j -!gj exp (-2) 2(2 (4)+ Nm ](4)T(XC.
S=t1 Ziexp
For convenience, we name Equation 4 'model C'. At this
stage, there has been no reduction in the model complexity.
However, having divided model C into two components gives
us the opportunity to seek some possible redundancies in the
model. The first term in Equation 4 is the multiple local linear
models combined by the ANN. The second term in Equation
4 is the multiple local residual components combined by the
ANN.
The multiple local linear model component in Equation 4
can be approximated as a simple sum of local linear models
without sacrificing bias [38] [39] [31]. For the vicinity of the
small data region where the local linear model is operative,
a particular local linear model usually has much stronger
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influence, and the other local linear models have negligible
influence [39]. A linear model has been proven to model
adequately for a small range of data [241.
The approximation of the multiple local linear models can
be represented by Equation 5.
NM Z -(I!-Ci T(-Ci)IPE = ZiL(_-!c) exp-c2)T





The approximation shown in Equation 5 can reduce the
complexity of the multiple nonlinear models significantly
while preserving its low bias and variance [401. Equation 4 can
be reduced to Equation 6 using Equation 5. For convenience,
the model based on Equation 6 is named model D and the
schematic of model D is shown in Figure 3. Our new model
is no longer a multiple nonlinear model but a multiple linear
model with a single nonlinear model component. The single
nonlinear model component is used to model the residuals.
=
NM
y(x) = EL(x - i) +
E 1Zir(jX - f,)exp(-2)(3 i (6[z NMZ (6)
L t=1 Ziexp (:-i _2(-i
The single residual model encodes the residuals components
of the multiple local models by successive vector quantization
[41] [42]. This single residual model is used to provide
smoothness between the local models and accurate data-fitting.
For stationary problems, the residual model can be compact
and finite. For nonstationary problems, the residual model can
still be compact because the nonstationary variations in the
model structure have already been modelled by the multiple
local linear model components. [39].
IV. RELATED WORK
The proposed model can be considered a semiparametric
approach which combines multiple linear parametric models
and the nonlinear nonparametric ANN model. Even though the
proposed model stems from very different model architectures,
the final model can be similar to some other pre-existing
models.
A. Multi-Level Activation Neural Networks
Intuitively, the proposed model has some similarities with
the multi-level activation function based neural networks [43].
The main difference of the proposed model is that it provides
continuous estimates of the output values instead of discrete
outputs [38]. When a new input is presented to the model, the
new input is first assigned to one of the superclusters. Then, the
local model associated with that supercluster is used to find the
appropriate output estimate. When a new input is not assigned
to any supercluster, some continuous estimate is still achieved
over a number of superclusters by the global smoothing of a
few neighboring local linear models.
---------- - ------------ r------------
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Fig. 3. Schematic for proposed model D: approximated multiple local linear
and residual models are combined.
It is evident that many other analytical models may be used
in place of the local linear models. This paves the way for
many new methods of embedding other analytic models in
ANNs and evolving ANNs to learn and generalize reliably.
B. Piecewise Polynomials Networks
It may also be possible to combine linear models with ANN
models in many different ways. A few similar approaches have
been developed in recent years. One of them is based on the
combination of piecewise polynomials [24]. This method uses
an additive combination of multiple kernels, which constitute
localized models to cover the data space. The main difference
to the proposed model is related to kernel shape parameter
selection. In the proposed model the kernels are all RBFs
having a common smoothing parameter small a. Heredia and
Arce [24] found appropriate parameters for their more com-
plex kernels via linear optimization. The proposed model uses
a single smoothing parameter instead, hence the optimization
process is much simpler, yet the proposed model achieves
comparable learning [44].
C. Multiple Affine Model Approach
Another similar approach is the off-line multiple model
approach used by Simani et al. [36]. They do not use local
kernels, but they do combine multiple affine models to cover
the data space and force continuity constraints among local
affine models by solving an optimization problem based on the
Frisch scheme (Frisch, 1934). Forced constrained optimization
tends to cause underfitting in some significant data region,
hence to lose important information about the underlying
problem is lost. We show that the proposed model overcomes
this limitation by the multiple Gaussian kernel smoothing of
MPNN [38].
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D. Multi Linear Tree-Based Filters
Another approach that arranges linear filters in a tree
structure was proposed by Gelfand and Kottas [45]. They
developed a stochastic gradient based training algorithm to
adapt both filter coefficients and thresholds at the nodes of
the tree as well as to prune the tree. Their method performs
a sequential, hierarchical partitioning of the input space into
polygonal domains and a pruning procedure selects a suitable
tree size. Although this method does offer robust estimation
and fast adaptation of linear filters it suffers from the problem
that training at parent nodes is not completed prior to training
at offspring nodes. Therefore, data at non-root node filters have
a complicated non-stationary and dependent character, and
consequently stabilization with penalty methods is required.
The proposed model is shown to avoid these limitations using
more stable and well regularized [28] [32] parallel learning
based on the RBF architecture [38] [40].
E. Hierarchical Artificial Neural Networks
Hierarchical ANNs (HANNs) can be considered as the
multiple nonlinear nonparametric model approach. In gen-
eral, HANNs require much larger computations. The pro-
posed model achieves similar performance to the HANN with
considerably reduced computational complexity. This is in
accordance with [21] which state that multiple underfitting
models can provide equal or better modeling than multiple
overfitting models.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The aim of experiment is to show the usefulness of the
proposed model in financial prediction. We used the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) share price index for the period of
410 days between 1 July 1999 and 14 August 2000. The
share price index and the various economic factors share
intimate relationships however these relationships are difficult
to identify using conventional modelling methods. This data
set of 210 samples is often used as a benchmark.
For each sample sequence, all testing models were trained
with the data from the first 320 days, and then were tested to
perform extrapolation (prediction) for the next 10 days (two
folds of 5 days). The average prediction performance over
210 different testing sample sequences is used to compare the
robustness and usefulness of each prediction model. The 10-
day period was rather a short period for testing prediction, but
we believe that the short term predictions is most frequently
required in practice, hence we limited our experiment to
the short-term prediction only. There are also some other
hidden factors to be considered such as seasonal variations.
The experiment was performed under the assumption that the
seasonal variations were known a priori which is true for most
practical financial analysis.
The proposed model is compared to other existing models
in terms of bias, variance and computational requirement. The
proposed model is compared to pure linear models, pure ANN
models and various combinations of linear models and ANN
models. Some examples include Generalized Linear Models
(GLZ) [46], MLP, RBF, PNN, GRNN, MPNN, and multiple
linear models embedded in each of the aforementioned models.
The proposed model is further compared to other recent de-
velopments such as the Tree-based Linear Filter Combination
by Simani [36], the Local Linear Model combination with
Optimized Kernel Functions by Heredia [24] and hierarchical
Artificial Neural Networks by Hoya [25]. Each of the models
above deserves a detailed review; however, due to limited
space, only brief references are provided. In this experiment,
extensive work had been carried out to find the optimal
model structure and parameter settings and values for each
testing models. In this paper, only the final results are briefly
presented to show the validity of the proposed model. Full
paper will compare the benefits of each model in great detail.
In Table 1, the best prediction performance of each model is
presented in terms of their learning bias, model compactness
and generalization variance. These
Model MSE Train i ng Testing
Type Time Time
GLZ (Pure Linear) -11 dB 31 6
MLP -19 dB 91 8
RBF -16 dB 28 9
PNN -21 dB 21 10
GRNN -24 dB 91 14
MPNN -24 dB 31 10
LLM embedded in MLP -20 dB 91 14
LLM embedded in RBF -19 dB 34 6
LLM embedded in PNN -22 dB 28 8
LLM embedded in GRNN -28 dB 68 12
LLM in MPNN -28 dB 32 8
Piecewise Polynomials -22 dB 58 8
Multiple Tree Polynomials -20 dB 26 8
Hierarchial ANNs -28 dB 322 56
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL COMI'ARISON: THE PROPOSFI) MODEL IS SHOWN IN BOLD
The results showed that the proposed model achieved both
low bias and variance under much reduced computations. Such
a model can be very useful for financial institutes.
VI. SUMMARY
This paper identified the effectiveness and utility of the
proposed model in short-term financial time series prediction.
The experiments show that the proposed model improves its
stability while performing good data-fitting. This is an impor-
tant development since reduction in both bias and variance is
of significant importance for many applications. The proposed
model, in its hybrid form, achieved low learning bias, which
it inherited from ANN model component while achieving low
generalization variance which it inherited from linear model
component. The proposed model, with its combination of
multiple local linear models and an ANN model, proved to be
more useful than the conventional models. Further extensive
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